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Abstract. The aim of the targeting of advertising on Internet sites based on a structured self-learning database is considered. The database accumulates data on previously accepted requests to display ads from a closed auction, data on participation in the auction and the results of displaying ads – the presence of a click and product installation. The base is structured by streams with features – site, place, price. Each such structural stream has statistical properties that are much simpler compared to the general ad impression stream, which makes it possible to predict the effectiveness of advertising. The selection of bidding requests only promising in terms of the result allows to reduce the cost of displaying advertising.
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OPTIMALIZACJA OFERT REKLAMOWYCH POPRZEDZ UKIERUNKOWANIE W OPARCJU O SAMOUCZĄCA SIĘ BAZE DANYCH
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Introduction

Internet bidding became very important factor of economics support on condition of the pandemic. The on-line bidding often starts from the moment when consumer saw an interesting product on a banner of some site. The consumer can make click on the banner and be redirected to the corresponding shop, where he may buy the product or not.

From technical side of view, this process is looking as bidding of banner places by internet providers for advertisers. The provider controls the moment of a consumer visit to site and sends bid requests (BR) message to advertisers to participate in a closed auction of advertising (AD) places on the site. Since the display of advertising is paid, the advertiser tries to participate in those auctions where his advertising campaign will be successful. Advertiser specifies by targeting methods the BR messages which most closely correspond to purposes of an advertising campaign and have highest probability to receive paid events – consumer’s click event (CLICK) and event of buy by consumer of advertised product (INSTALL). In the Real Time Bidding (RTB) this is exchange between Demand Side Platform (DSP) and Supply Side Platform (SSP). The aim of the targeting is to reduce cost of the CLICK and INSTALL.

The first step of the targeting is known as Native Targeting (NT). It is accessible by the way of the definition native parameters, such as country, region, time intervals, AD categories, list of preferable sites, creates size, language, user gender and year of birth, etc. All known applications for media buying and forecasting is wide from Bayesian probability model to matrix and tensor models with implementation using convolutional and neural networks. The models are intended to evaluate and predict auction winning process, AD utility parameters such as Click to Bid Ratio or Click-through-Rate (CTR), Install-through-Rate (ITR) and other. The RTB process is described in detail in [1]. There are two specifications of messages used in bidding transactions [6, 16]. The BR messages defined by these specifications are similar and include some equivalent parameters and some specific parameters which sign user and device location, thematic profiles by differ ways. The Open RTB specification [4, 11] was used in [1, 3]. Authors made review of some approaches to forecasting of the RTB price and AD budget optimization. There are known probabilistic models which taking into account both the behavior of the users the advertisers, based on history of the impression, the time or date of the impression, the presence of social functionality. The aim of many authors efforts is to predict the bid value while acquiring an impression at a lowest cost. Their strategy is based on a win model which predicts the winning price based on a regression model. The authors of [1] have evaluated the feasibility of applying forecasting approach using autoregressive integrated moving average model to predict the bid prices. The accuracy of the predictions was very low due to dynamism of the RTB process. At the next step they developed...
a dynamic programming algorithm to bid for the impressions that operates over a set of consecutive time periods. The algorithm follows a model which adjusts its properties for the next bid period based on the prior period behavior. The model adjusts bid price with account of budget strategy and reached winning results. Authors affirm that such approach can adapt the bidding process in the RTB successfully. The performance of the algorithm depends on duration of chosen bid period. The AD utility and its relation with bidding model was not considered.

The idea to take into account the value of the highest competing bid for prediction of the AD utility was considered in [4]. The utility was interpreted as a profit of the bidding. Expected utility of the integral of the highest competing bid on condition of bid sale price and corresponding them winning and losing events. The integral was evaluated by using a given set of historical events. So, the highest bid price is a factor of AD utility from the point of view of bidding profit.

Bayesian approach to the prediction problem yields the model of Logistic Regression (LR) [6,11] which is widely used for bidding utility prediction with account of data structures. The next value of the utility parameter, for example the CTR, can be evaluated by using the current and previous values vector and weighting vector which is estimating for each step on the condition that logarithm of click event and not click event probabilities relation (the loss function) is equal to scalar product of the vectors. The procedure of the weighting vector evaluation is a nonlinear optimization problem. Different ways of its iterative solution and implementation are discussed [2, 5, 9, 10]. But LR based methods cannot capture higher order interactions between features, which have proved to be important in the CTR prediction [5, 7]. Therefore, the LR is using in combination with data structures which reflect bidding process [14].

The factor model (FM) of the utility prediction was offered in [13]. The model is basing on pairwise interactions of ID sources. The ID are identifiers of advertisers. The pairwise interactions create a matrix. Every model matrix cell has its own set of features for the factorization. The final prediction is the sum of all pairwise feature dot products. The advantage of this approach is that the information from the test samples set is capable for predicting for new IDs.

The problem of CTR prediction by the DSP is to calculate the bid price according to the estimated CTR is presented in [14]. Tensor factorization model of bidding data and click events was offered. The model presents coupled interactions between user, publisher and advertiser as third order tensor. The tensor is sparse and therefore it can be effectively factorized using high order singular value decomposition. As the result, the CTR is estimated in a manner of a linear sum of some factors related with interaction model. The analogues sparse structures and their parameters optimization by clear and latent factors retrieving using the Method of Factorization Machines (MFM) are considered in [8, 12, 15]. The MFM is model class that combines the advantages of Support Vector Machines with factorization models. The model presents the click probability or the loss function as the second order nonlinear function of a feature vector of impressions. The field-aware version of the MFM [8, 17] is presented by released an open source software.

2. Model experiment

As it follows from above short overview, the RTB utility is an object of influence of many factors. The factors can be signed directly, the clear factors as IDs and bid price, or indirectly, the latent factors evaluated using the utility (CTR) probability model. The considered approaches give the integral feature of a bidding process in the manner of the CLICK probability function. The forecasting function value can be evaluated using its previous samples with account of LR model vector or as a sum of latent factors given by factorization of a matrix which cells contain information about bidding events – interactions between users, advertisers and publishers, events of CLICK and INSTALL. Accumulation of such matrix on condition of big data is difficult process.

The other way is to separate full complex BR stream on independent threads of trades which has stable characteristics on cost and sales. It can be assumed that the products of same shop at same price are characterized by same quality in respect to bidding events probability. So, the model of CLICK and INSTALL prediction may be created for each thread that is indicated as [shop, product, price].

AD consumers can be considered as a members of users classes which are characterized by device. The device is characterized by operating system (OS), its version (OSV), device manufacturer (make) and device model. These parameters form the fields vector: device=[os, osv, make, model]. Device parameters are important because they effect on AD display. Other information about user may be accounted in a pre-targeting stage by NT schemas. The model of CLICK and INSTALL prediction can be created for each user class.

It is assumed that the combination of effective sources and consumers at a moment of high probability of paid event may give resultative advertising.

**Database structure.** In mobile application site is signed as a bundle. AD consumers are signed as users with identifiers – creativedId. Each site has some banners of different size and visibility. A cost of advertising exhibition on a banner may vary. It is pointed by the start price of the auction and is signed as minPrice. So, the vector [shop, product, price] = [bundle, creativedId, minPrice] characterizes a source of bidding events. Each bundle can be considered as the cell database. The cell contains some threads signed by [creativeId, minPrice]. An example of the cell thread data structure is shown in table 1. The cell array can be stored as structured database. The fragment of the cell includes three threads is presented in Appendix in JSON format.

The consumers database thread is like in table 1 with exclusion of some fields.

**Rating filtration.** The step-by-step algorithm of bids rating learning and selection of bids with high probability of the events is presented in table 2.

Algorithm starts from learning of registered cell’s thread behavioral characteristics. The first operation is reading of data vector pointed by three parameters values from the incoming BR: [bundle, creativedId, minPrice]. Each new value of bundle, creativedId, minPrice causes creation of new cell or cell’s thread in learning mode. The initial bidPrice = 1/minPrice and this price is increasing in the bidding process up to the rating of win to bid reached some level, not less 0.05, for an example. When wins number reached Wwins value (10 or 20) then a selective filtration can be made by the thread performance evaluation using the specific rating of click with account of installs with their weight and winPrice. If rating is more than Rmax value (0.01 or 0.05) the performance is high and the cell is putting into working mode. Otherwise, the cell is banned for a sometime by the ban time counter. The working mode continue up to rating become lesser than RWmax value (0.001 for an example).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rating</td>
<td>rating of click and install</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>win, winPrice, winVarPrice</td>
<td>numbers of events win, bid price and its variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>winbidPrice, winbidVarPrice</td>
<td>win bid price and its variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lostbidPrice, lostbidVarPrice</td>
<td>lost bid price and its variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wdt,wdt0,..., wdt23</td>
<td>win, click, install daytime distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdt,cdt0,...,cdt23</td>
<td>win, click, install daytime distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idt, idt0,..., idt23</td>
<td>last click probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tclick</td>
<td>last click time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ttok, Ttok0,..., Ttok23</td>
<td>vector of time intervals between clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plast</td>
<td>weight of bids number between clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plast</td>
<td>weight coefficients vector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each bundle parameters can be presented as the cell database. The cell contains some threads signed by [creativeId, minPrice]. An example of the cell thread data structure is shown in table 1. The cell array can be stored as structured database. The fragment of the cell includes three threads is presented in Appendix in JSON format.

The consumers database thread is like in table 1 with exclusion of some fields.

**Table 1. Database thread parameters structure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rating</td>
<td>rating of click and install</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>win, winPrice, winVarPrice</td>
<td>numbers of events win, bid price and its variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>winbidPrice, winbidVarPrice</td>
<td>win bid price and its variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lostbidPrice, lostbidVarPrice</td>
<td>lost bid price and its variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wdt,wdt0,..., wdt23</td>
<td>win, click, install daytime distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cdt,cdt0,...,cdt23</td>
<td>win, click, install daytime distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idt, idt0,..., idt23</td>
<td>last click probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tclick</td>
<td>last click time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ttok, Ttok0,..., Ttok23</td>
<td>vector of time intervals between clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plast</td>
<td>weight of bids number between clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plast</td>
<td>weight coefficients vector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The decision that cell’s thread is not appropriate for bidding is made on this condition. The system controls the averaged rating. If the rating falls, then the bidPrice increases in order to increase the number of effective wins. Media buyer can determine the financial limit for participation in trades in the form of a cost of the paid event. Then the constraint winPrice < eventCost rating can be defined. This constraint means that maximization of the ratio max(rating/winPrice) is desirable. Each cell thread in table 1 contains three vectors of 24 values: wdt; cdt; idt. Vectors are designed to fix the distribution of the number of events WIN, CLICK and INSTALL by hours of the day. Instead of total parameters in table 2 points 6, 7 can use values related with current time of bidding, \( t_b \). for example, for win: \( \text{win}(t_b) = \text{wdt}[\text{mod}24(t_b-1)] + \text{wdt}[t_b] + \text{wdt}[\text{mod}24(t_b+1)] \).

Table 2. Algorithm of rating filtration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Return</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>if time of cell search expired: new cell creation</td>
<td>bidPrice = 1.0 minimizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>if thread with parameters created or minPrice is not found – create new thread</td>
<td>bidding is in learning mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>if ban ≥ 0</td>
<td>“no comment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>if ban = 0</td>
<td>bidPrice = 1.0 minimizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>if win = W_win, win &lt; Minimal number of wins for decision making about cell thread performance</td>
<td>rating increase, ( \text{winPrice} = 10 ) or 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>if win ≥ W_win and click/win &lt; W_win ban, ban=win count, bid=win count/install</td>
<td>“no comment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>if win ≥ W_win and click/win ≥ W_win ban, ban=win count, bid=win count/install</td>
<td>bidPrice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>if rate ≥ ( \text{bidPrice} + \text{pValue} )</td>
<td>( \text{bidPrice} = 1.1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>if win increment</td>
<td>Update events counters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The algorithm in table 2 can be defined as soft mode algorithm which includes procedures of learning and selective filtration. The limit state of the soft algorithm is the hard mode algorithm which includes items 6–8 of table 2. It executes only procedures of the selective filtration when all information about event sources and consumers is known.

Click prediction. Main part of expenses is related with frequent won bids which give rare paid events. The most rating sources and consumers do not give streams of paid events. Their paid events pass with some periodicity. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the periodicity and to choose bids that follow with a similar periodicity. Then number of paid events of installs and corresponding to them events of click wouldn’t be decreased significantly. So, the bids selection should be made from the regard point of CLICK prediction. The click events prediction could be made by evaluation of CLICK probability for current bid request by estimation of time intervals and bids number between consecutive clicks. The vectors of time intervals and the vectors of number of bids between click events in the thread database structure are intended for prediction of click. The number of click events relates with number of WIN which depends on the bidPrice level. The rating filter regulates the bidPrice level so that there are appropriate flows of WIN and CLICK.

The methods of Bayes-Poisson dynamic model, the regression models basing on the method of Support Vector Machines (SVM) with different kernels, the probabilistic methods, such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Cross Validation Model (CVM), etc., can be used for the click events prediction. The methods can be joined into a general schema with weights which reflect their accuracy.

Bayes-Poisson selective filter. The Poisson model of the click events stream can be used for click probability estimation at the current time. The conditional probability of a click event at time of bidding \( t_b \) on condition that the previous CLICK occurred at time \( t_c \) is the next:

\[
P(t_b | t_c) = 1 - e^{-\lambda(t_c)}
\]

where \( \lambda(t_c) \) is the events intensity at the time \( t_c \). The intensity of the Poisson stream of click events can be evaluated using \( N \) time intervals \( \Delta t_i \) between consecutive CLICKs as following:

\[
\lambda(t_c) = \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \Delta t_i \right)^{-1}
\]

The intensity (2) is variable and therefore it should be evaluated for each click. The number of intervals \( N \) is defined as the order of the filter. The stability and effectivity of the model depends on the order.

The absolute probability of a CLICK at the moment \( t_b \) with account the probability \( P(t_b | t_c) \) and click probability \( P(t_b, t_c) \) at the moment \( t_c \) is defined by the Bayes formula.

\[
P(t_b) = P(t_b | t_c) \cdot P(t_c)
\]

where the click probability \( P(t_b, t_c) = \frac{N_{\text{win}}(t_c)}{N_{\text{ban}}(t_c)} \), \( N_{\text{win}}(t_b) \) – the numbers of events at the specified time. The Bayes-Poisson dynamic model shows that during a short interval after the event the probability of the next one is small and eventually tends to a value \( P(t_b, t_c) \) which can change due to a change of the number \( N_{\text{win}}(t_b) \) of wins.

In the case of consumer CLICK prediction there are several threads of the click events with different intensities, four fields of device parameters, for example. They can be considered as conditionally independent. Then with account (3) the total probability of the event can be represented as:

\[
P(t_b) = \sum_i P(t_b | t_c(i)) \cdot P(t_c(i))
\]

where the index \( i \) lists all model parameters values which are presented in the query and are used in the probability model. Expressions (3), (4) are known as the Bayes-Poisson regression (BPR). The probabilities \( P(t_b | t_c(i)) \) define the weights with which the conditional probabilities are summed, their magnitudes determine the probabilities of the event at time \( t_b \). This expression has to be normalized in order to know whether a high or low probability level was obtained at the time when the current request was received. Since there are a set of events that have taken place at the same parameters values, it can be estimated the probability \( P(t_b) \) of the last of them and use it as conditional “one”. The condition of a sufficient level of the current event probability can be set so that it is of the same order that probability of held events.

\[
P(t_b) \geq P(t_c) \quad \text{or} \quad P(t_b) < Q(P(t_c))
\]

where \( Q(\cdot) \) is a value neighbourhood. The application creates the following flag by condition (5) state.

\[
\text{flagPoisson} = \begin{cases} 
+1, & \text{(5) is true} \\
-1, & \text{(5) is false} \\
0, & \text{if i isn’t defined.}
\end{cases}
\]

The flags (6) are defined for bundle threads and for consumers threads: \( \text{flagPoisson.bundle} \cdot \text{flagPoisson.consume} \).
Prediction of time interval and bids number between click events.

Regression methods. Let there be the vector of time intervals \( v = [\Delta t_i]_{i=0..N-1} \) between consecutive click events. Then the following time interval between last click and the next click can be found using the forecasting methods. The Python \texttt{scikit-learn} library allows to predict next value using a current values vector and a feature matrix by the SVM method with some kernels. The feature matrix is formed as multiplication of the matrices compiled by 2N-1 time intervals.

\[
F = [F_{ij}]_{j=0..N-1} = \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \Delta t_{i+j} \right]_{j=0..N-1}.
\]

The predicted value is the function

\[
v = v(F, v, \text{kernel})
\]

The kernel can be “gaussian”, “polynom”, “linear”. It should be chosen the kernel which gives the best quality of the prediction.

Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The elements of the vector \( v \) can be considered as states of the HMM process of time intervals (or number of bids). The Python library \texttt{hmmlearn} implements the algorithm of prediction of the most probable state for each of elements of the vector \( v \). It returns the vector \( p = [p_i]_{i=0..N-1} \) of pointers which point on elements of the vector \( v \) which are most probable as the next states. If \( \Delta t_{N-1} \) is the last time interval then the next most probable interval is the \( \Delta t_{p_{N-1}} \). It is similar for number of bids too.

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The probability distribution function (PDF) of the elements of the vector \( v \) can be considered as a weighted sum of Gaussian functions with different parameters when PDF is not regular. The Python library \texttt{scikit-learn} implements the algorithm of prediction of the most probable value for each of elements of the vector \( v \) in accordance with estimated PDF. It returns the vector \( g = [g_i]_{i=0..N-1} \) of pointers which point on elements of the vector \( v \) which are most probable as the next ones, this is \( g_{N-1} \).

Integral statistic schema for events prediction. The Poisson model and regression models (7) with kernels – gaussian, polynomial, linear, give four estimates of the forecast vector: \( \Delta t_{\text{gauss}}, \Delta t_{\text{poly}}, \Delta t_{\text{line}} \). The HMM and GMM give two additional estimates – \( \Delta t_{\text{hmmt}}, \Delta t_{\text{gmm}} \). There is the problem to define the estimate with highest probability of the click event. It can be formed the vector of predicted time intervals between events as

\[
dt = [\Delta t_{\text{ps}}, \Delta t_{\text{pol}}, \Delta t_{\text{lt}}, \Delta t_{\text{hmmt}}, \Delta t_{\text{gmm}}].
\]

The vector \( dt \) can be considered as states of the random process. The methods HMM and GMM can label the most probable states for each element of the vector \( dt \) by label vectors \( p \) and \( g \). The element \( \Delta t_{\text{max}}(i) \) on which maximal number of the labels point can be chosen as most probable. Also, it is similar for number of bids.

General algorithm of bid selection. The condition

\[
t_b \geq t_c + \Delta t_{\text{pred}} \approx T_{\text{last}}
\]

where \( \Delta t_{\text{predict}} \) is the interval which is predicted by the approaches A-C with probability (5) not less than \( P_{\text{tar}} \) is the condition to select the bid at current time for trading. The flag

\[
\text{flag}_{\text{bid bundle}} = \begin{cases} +1, & \text{if } (5) \& (8) \text{ is true;} \\ -1, & \text{if } (5) \& (8) \text{ is false;} \\ 0, & \text{if } (5) \& (8) \text{'is't defined.}
\end{cases}
\]

can be defined using conditions (5) and (8).

By the same way the flag \( \text{flag}_{\text{time cons}} \) is defined for current cell thread of consumer fields.

Analogous prediction of the number of bids between click events gives the flags \( \text{flag}_{\text{bid bundle}} \) and \( \text{flag}_{\text{time cons}} \).

The bids streams of any bundle cell and fields cells are unconditional random processes and therefore statistic of number of bids between click events can serve as feature of the following click event. So, the integral flag can be evaluated using the results of prediction:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{flag} &= w_{t_b} \cdot \text{flag}_{\text{poisson bundle}} + w_{t_c} \cdot \text{flag}_{\text{poisson cons}} + \\
&+ w_{t_{bs}} \cdot \text{flag}_{\text{bid bundle}} + w_{t_{cs}} \cdot \text{flag}_{\text{time cons}} + \\
&+ w_{t_{bs}} \cdot \text{flag}_{\text{bid bundle}} + w_{t_{cs}} \cdot \text{flag}_{\text{time cons}}.
\end{align*}
\]

The weight coefficients \( w \) in (10) are defined as relation between number of true states of flags (6), (9) and number of true events. These coefficients give an advantage to most truthful predictor. With account of the rating filtration and flag (10) value, the condition of bid selection is the following:

\[
\text{if } rate_{\text{bundle}} \geq R_{\text{max bundle}} \text{ and rate}_{\text{cons}} \geq R_{\text{max cons}} \text{ and } \text{flag} > 0 \text{ = true}
\]

The bidding will be made on true condition, the value of \( \text{bidPrice} \) is returned by the application in the response message, otherwise the state “no content” is returned.

3. Experimental results

The AD trades have different properties in respect to impressions on IOS and Android devices. Therefore, two examples of trades were used for the database learning.

The first one includes protocols of 682171 auctions of AD impression in IOS-devices. Each protocol includes records of messages of bid request, response with \( \text{bidPrice} \) value or “no content” message and bid result with information on occurred events. The bids were selected by NT filtration using only AD categories. The impressions gave 8271 CLICKs and 12 INSTALLs. As the number of INSTALLs is so small it is very difficult to predict CLICK with following INSTALL. Therefore, the same files were used in the tests to investigate the learning process by accumulation of results.

The second one includes protocols of the 9217055 auctions of AD impression in Android-devices. The bids were selected by filtration on categories too. The impressions gave 21495 CLICKs and 232 INSTALLs. There were used some of consecutive tests using these files to investigate the learning process.

Finally, the training process was investigated using protocols of 32458326 auctions, protocols files size is more than 106 Gbyte. The number of defined bundles is 75556 items. The database of cells includes up to 167403 threads which are presented in some JSON files with structure like in Appendix 1. The fields list which characterize consumers contains 10905 threads of statistical data in the case of device parameters using.
The learned filter was used in training to select trades across a variety of protocols, the results are shown in Table 5. It was not reached double increase of the CTR multiplicity and so averaged INSTALL price was not decreased significantly. The simulation of the total trades had shown that total price has trend to reduce from cycle to cycle. The hard mode allows to obtain appropriate cost of the INSTALL for profitable trade.

Figures 1, 2 show events distribution of initial and selected by the general algorithm bidding events on the plane (minPrice, winPrice) obtained for all trades. Subfigures 1), 2), 3) show distributions of the events WIN, CLICK and INSTALL.

As it follows from figures, there are two types of the auction start price minPrice. The first type is in the range of 1$ per thousand impressions. The second type is in the range of 3–10$ per thousand impressions. The winPrice changes in the range from 1$ up to 20$ for the first type. The winPrice ~ minPrice for the second type of price.

The INSTALL distribution has shown that the main part of these events is shifted relatively to the main part of win and click events towards the increase of the winPrice, especially for the first type of minPrice. The most effective winPrice diapason is 10...16$. The high level of the install events corresponds to low level of the win events. The range of the winPrice in the bounds of 3...10$ per thousand impressions is interest too, but it includes least of half of WINs. So, the trades are not effective in term of INSTALL obtaining. The main part of install events for the second type of prices is also in the area of high prices winPrice.
The main target of the off-line modeling is to determine the dynamic of the bidding process in dependence of system learning. As it follows from the obtained results, the ML model gradually increases the effectiveness of trades in accordance with filling and stabilization of the sources and consumers database.

As statistics has shown, the events cost decreasing is due to the selection of more rating trades and prediction of the events time of occurrence.

The prediction filters play significant role in price decreasing. Mean number of bids between CLICK is up to 300 and it became the same after filtering. But number of WINS decreases up to twice. This allows to reduce the expenses. As statistical investigation has shown, from 70% to 90% of clicks pass through prediction filter with true flags of events.

The hard schema can be used in finish stage of AD session for effectivity improving when all sources are known. For example, when average price of paid events reached some appropriate level. This will mean that the database statistic properties are synchronized with incoming messages property.

Users number which are ready to click and install the proposed product at each moment is bounded. Therefore, it is necessary, at the first, to ensure the fulfillment of the law of large numbers for obtaining a large number of random events of CLICKs and INSTALLs. It is necessary to process about 10–20 millions of bid request messages in each prime-time of one-day auction session, choose among them the most rating ones from the point of view to obtain events and only to make trades on them. The main aim of the statistical analysis is CLICK prediction.

The purpose of targeting advertising is to reduce the price of paid click-install events. The decrease of install price cannot occur at the one-time moment as a result of applying some algorithm of bid selection. The auction bids need to be studied before they will be selected. Therefore, the price of events can be reduced only as a result of the process of studying trades and applying the obtained knowledge to select the most promising advertising bids from the point of view to obtain a CLICK-INSTALL.

Each auction is carried out under certain conditions, which are determined by the composition of competitors, their interests and tactics of bids. Therefore, learning and training should be made at all stages of each session. Historical data should be obtained as averaged over a long period. The transfer of the moment properties of one bidding session to another session may not give positive result.

The first result of the research is that by dividing the total bid request flow into elementary threads as sources of the events and determining their dynamic and general ratings there was created the database in the manner of C++ STL containers or Python lists with supporting access in real time with appropriate delay on decision making. The mean delay time does not exceed 0.5 ms, the maximal time – 1.5 ms correspondingly.

The second result is the classification of AD consumers using parameters of their devices. The statistic characteristics of the parameters values are supported by data containers too.

The third result is application of complex two stage forecasting schema using three parameters and three types of regression based on the SVM method and HMM, GMM for CLICK prediction.

The connection of AD source and consumer with high level of rating in the moment of high level of event probability can give the resuttative bidding.

The proposed method implements the AD targeting by the way of paid events prediction. The prediction is basing on evaluation of total and dynamic ratings of paid events along all bidding time with account of historical data and evaluation current event probability in each moment of the bidding. Such approach is usual in professional advertising practice.
The use of a neural network like TensorFlow of a constant structure with overloaded parameters corresponding to the thread of current bid is needed in a long time of decision making on participation in the trades, especially at the learning stage.
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